LIFARS SHORT-TERM INCIDENT
RESPONSE RETAINER
SHORT-TERM LIFARS INCIDENT RESPONSE AND DIGITAL FORENSICS RETAINER DURING
CORONAVIRUS CRISIS
As organizations scramble to adopt new operational processes to allow for business continuity during the global
COVID19 crisis, they are also coming under attack by malicious actors who are deploying creative and ruthless attacks to
exploit these timely vulnerabilities – putting the livelihood of organizations even further in peril.
The mass workforce transformation that we are living through, trending toward telecommuters, increases the pool of
cyber victims and encourages attackers to make the effort. Along with this shift, LIFARS is observing increased variation
of attacks and increased susceptibility to attacks.
LIFARS understands that it can be challenging to make a long-term commitment during such a time of uncertainty.
However, one thing that is especially important NOW is to control what can be controlled and to ensure that your
organization’s most vital assets are protected. Furthermore, it is essential for organizations to ensure that they are
ready to respond to a cyber-attack.

To offer the unique support that organizations need at this time, LIFARS has developed a
Short-Term Incident Response (IR) Retainer, and Remote Worker Resilience Services.
Our skilled team of cyber responders can assist with your cyber-attack situations before it becomes cyber pandemic.
The offer is as follows:
Name: Short Term IR Retainer and Remote Worker Resilience Service
1. Period covered is NOW till June 30, 2020
2. Service level Agreement Included which is:
a. 2 Hour Phone Response
b. 6 Hour Remote Remediation by LIFARS hyper-experience IR and Forensics team
c. 24 Hour BOOTS ON GROUND en route to site
3. The SLA cost is approximately 50% of typical SLA rates
4. Includes 50 Hours of Service at a rate approximately 50% less than of typical IR Rates
5. Includes, FREE, One of the LIFARS Remote Worker Services announced on March 15, 2020
6. MSA and SOW Needs to be signed
7. Cost:
a. Monthly Retainer Cost of $5,000 Per Month for 3 months
b. 50 Pre-Paid Hours for 250/hour= $12,500 (Can be paid monthly as well @$4,1666/month)
LIFARS can assist your internal team by identifying the threat actors in your environment, testing your systems for
infection, containing and eradicating virus infections - including remediation by designing a custom cyber vaccine
to enable precise malware/virus removal process.
LIFARS has contributed to Department of Justice Indictments, related to Ransomware case and Nation State attacks,
and has broad connections with law enforcement agencies. We also have a highly experienced team with ties to
NATO.

